
Inserting Eyes in Silicone

by: Jennie Lee
Here’s my little girl I’m practicing on today.  Keep in mind that usually cutting eye 
sockets are cut when the face is still unpainted- but I couldn’t help myself. :)  She’s 

sculpted and cast in Eco30 by yours truly. 
If interested, you can see some of her and my other babies at 

www.weebabiesnursery.com 



Okay! Enough shameless self promotion: 

Items we will be using today: 

-Scalpel or Sharp Xacto knife.
-Ophthalmic scissors or cuticle scissors

-Glass eyes
-Mix of silicone: (usually given by your pourer)

or just Part A and B of the same silicone it was cast in- In this case Eco30.
-Plastic syringe (10ML) from your local pharmacy. 

-disposable cup
-Something to stir with

-Qtips 
-Quilting pins

-Sharp pointy scissors (Mine are fiskars)

Please ignore the orientation of the photos, as it was taken with one hand. :) 



This is the girl we are working on today.  Again, its best to do this before painting. 



Now this part takes the most amount of practice, however if you are just careful and cut 
slowly it’s not difficult at all!  As you can see I am using a disposable scalpel. You can just 

as easily use a sharp xacto knife. 

In fact, using a scalpel has only hurt more. There’s not much benefit to it. :) 

If you are careful, you can buy a bunch of these from ebay. 



The eye cut out for you to see. Just be most careful where the cut will be seen- the part 
that the glass eye will be shown. Cut smoothly as possible. If there is excess that can be 

trimmed later.



Her right eye (my left).  Same thing. Try to cut as smoothly as possible. 



Now. This requires two hands.  I am making this tutorial by myself, hence the lack of 
hands. :) 

So with one hand you are pulling the silicone chunk out.  With the other, make a snip to 
cut off the excess silicone. 

Its okay to be messy here. This part won’t be seen at all.  In fact in all the interior eye it’s 
okay to cut here and there. I’ll show you how to fix it all nicely in a short while. 



Here I am pulling the silicone out and then with the other hand I”ll make a quick snip to 
cut a chunk out.  

This does not need to be exact. You’ll keep cutting to fit your eye shape that you chose. 



Here’s the piece I just cut out of the eye socket.  Keep some scrap pieces, you might need 
them in a minute. 



So this is what the eye looks like now.  A huge chunk has been removed.  The glass eye 
still will not fit right now, but we will keep trimming out some excess silicone.  As I said 

before, this part can be messy- and that’s okay because we will fix it all at the end. :) 



 

The other eye.  As you can see I need to trim some of the excess silicone I missed off.  
Cuticle scissors or my opthalmic scissors work best for this. 



Trim!! :) 



Good enough for now.  Usually at this point I take a photo of the head without eyes in.  
Why? It shows you the intended eye size of the sculpt.  If you really wanted to be precise- 

measure the vertical distance of the eye and horizontally.  Do this BEFORE inserting 
glass eyes.

 Look at the eye now.. and then look when I insert my glass eyes. 



My glass eyes inserted.  My favorite are Lauscha flat back glass eyes from DollsbySandie, 
but any eye would work.  Even round ones- although to cut and fit eyes for a round eye is 

a royal pain. 

So as you can compare from the previous photo,  the eyes are too wide right now.  That 
means I have to make more room (cut more silicone)  for the glass eye to fit. 



For this part I just used my regular scissors to cut out excess silicone-  keep this in mind- 
its BETTER to cut MORE silicone than necessary than to cut out too little and have bulgy 

eyes. This is why it’s a good idea to take that photo of the sculpt without eyes for 
reference.  

If the eyes don’t match your reference photo- you need to cut out more.  Cut out too 
much? Don’t worry! We can fix that at the end. 



Another shot of the excess silicone cutting I am doing, keep in mind this is all the way 
around the eye socket. 

Also check the left and right sides of the socket.  These parts are easily missed. 



A peek on how it looks on the inside of the socket.  Chunks everywhere. That’s okay! 
Again, it will be fixed shortly. 



Inserted the eyes. Much better. As you can see- the left eye is too far inward.  That means 
I cut out too much.  We will fix that. :)



So, take a piece of silicone that you cut out earlier, and cut out a relatively flat piece.  
Insert in the eye, to push the eye forward. 



Insert the piece, and insert your eye.  This might take a few pieces and a few tries. Be 
patient! :) 



Now I take some quilting pins,  and pin both eyes in place.  Make sure the glass eye can't 
move around.  Also make sure this is the placement of the eye that you like.  Keep adding 

pins until it’s perfect.



Here’s my placement. I like it! Ready for the next step. 



Hopefully the  pourer gave you parts A and B of your the silicone that your doll is poured 
in.  If not, you can  use just Part A and B of the same silicone in clear.  This part won't be 

visible.



My tools, a 10ML pharmacy syringe for baby meds, and a disposable sauce cup (bought 
these at Walmart). 

 



Suction out EQUAL amounts of silicone of PARTS A & B.   Doesn’t matter how much.  I 
drew about 2 MLs of each.



 



Inject  into the disposable cup. 



Do the same for the other part of silicone.



MIX!! Don’t take too long. Depending on your silicone will determine the “working time”.  
This means how long you have before it starts setting.  I mixed for 10 seconds maybe.  

With Eco 20 I probably have 10-15 minutes.  



Wipe the syringe clean and suction the mixture back up. 



Again, only have one hand.  Lift the eyelid and push the syringe in.  Inject some silicone 
into the eye socket.     Don’t do this to fast, the silicone will start seeping out. 



Seeping silicone!!  Wipe it clean! Use Qtips to wipe clean.  Check carefully to make sure 
no residual silicone is anywhere. :)



Eye wiped clean. My favorite pointy Qtips.  Bountifulbabies has these.



Injecting the other side. 



Seeping.  Wipe clean!! 



Both eyes are done.  Check for positioning once again, and adjust to your liking.  Make 
sure the pins are still holding the eyes in place as we will leave to set now.   Usually takes 
3-4 hours to set= check your silicone manufacturer for the curing time of your silicone.



Removing the pins! 



A peek inside!! As you can see the socket for the eyes is now PERFECTLY shaped for the 
eye you are using.  Doesn’t matter what brand.  The injected silicone filled in the gaps 

that we cut out.  :) 

Yay!! 




